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Janie S. Kass 

Director, Investment Consulting Services 

Asset Allocation and the Emerging Markets 

Today I will be discussing the role of emerging market 

stocks for domestic pension plans. Foreign stocks in the 

aggregate appear to be a sensible long-term investment for 

pension funds because they offer diversification -- with 

correlations well below one relative to the domestic markets 

-- as well as higher long-term expected returns. Today we 

focus on a component of the foreign markets, referred to as 

the emerging markets. 

The large question is whether to invest in these 

countries. Should they occupy any place in a pension 

portfolio?- If . so, how much? Why? We will examine these 

questions using an asset allocation framework, first taking 

only assets into account, then also incorporating the 

liabilities for a typical pension fund. 

Morgan Stanley Capital International has tracked 

emerging market equity returns on a monthly basis since 

January 1, 1988. This analysis included results through 

June 30, 1992, relying upon the 54 data points available and 

relevant at the time Kwasha Lipton performed this study. 
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Recent investment environment 
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While these are far fewer data points than ideal, they 

still may be statistically significant. More points were 

used to establish the relationship between Emerging Market 

and S&P 500 returns, but the final analysis depended on 

there being data for all asset classes, so in order to have 

consistent analysis July, August and September results were 

excluded. 

Emerging Market Characteristics 

Emerging stock markets of course contain investments in 

less developed countries; therefore, we anticipate higher 

risk levels than with domestic stocks. Since the countries 

(and companies) are starting from lower bases and 

experiencing higher levels of growth, higher returns than 

for low growth economic environments appear likely. 

Monthly data from January 1, 1988 through June 30, 1992 

indicate that emerging markets have experienced the highest 

return (22.34% in dollar terms, net of inflation) and 

highest risk (annual standard deviation of 24.7%) among 

several broad asset classes evaluated. The lowest risk 

vehicle was one month Treasury bills (cash), with a real 

return of 2.2% versus risk below 1%. Risk and return both 

increased as one shifted from Treasury bills to intermediate 

term bonds and then to long term bonds. Foreign bonds, 

however, provided higher risk but -2.9% real return over 

this time period. S&P 500 stocks provided return of 10.8% 

after inflation, far above its long-term returns ranging 
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from 6 to 7%. The risk also was a bit lower, at 14.2%. 

Foreign stocks (as usual) were characterized by higher risk, 

but during this time period did not adequately compensate 

investors for such. The return was instead 2% below 

inflation. 

Because some of the results differ from long-term 

history and expected future trends, we decided to use this 

recent data only for determining the characteristics of 

emerging markets. For all the others we used the long- term 

expected returns, risk and correlation input currently being 

used for client studies. In most cases these are based upon 

relationships (using CAPM) which have developed and been 

documented over at least 20 years on a monthly basis. The 

notable exception is real estate, where assumptions are 

based on a survey of expectations. 

For emerging markets the annualized real returns from 

January 1988 through September 1992 were 20.3%. The 

annualized standard deviation was 24.5%, meaning that 2/3 of 

the time it ranged between 44.8% and -3.2% real return. A 

95% confidence interval (assuming normal distribution) would 

range from 69.3% to -28.7%. The average monthly real return 

was 1.8%. This exceeds the average annual real return for 

Treasury bills. In essence, then, it is 12 years of cash 

experience rolled into one. However, the risk is closer to 

12 times cash than the square root of 12. This is what one 

would expect -- because the volatility increases with the 

square root of time, not by the factor of time itself. 
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Correlation of Emerging Markets to 
other Asset Classes 
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Nominal Returns for Emerging Markets 

Of the 57 monthly returns, 20 (35.1%) were between 0.01 

and 5%. The next largest component, 15 (26.3%), ranged 

between O and -9.99%. Another 11 (19.3%) of the months had 

returns between 5.01 and 10.00%. This shows a strong tilt 

to positive returns. However, the risk is considerable: 

while 6 of the months provided total returns between 10.01 

and 20%, another~ accounted for returns between -10% and -

19.99%. The bad news is that there is a lot of volatility: 

a fund can decrease 20% in a given month. The good news is 

that it appears to bounce back, and more. 

The correlation between Emerging Market results and 

other results offers no great surprises. All correlation 

numbers are significantly less than one, and the greatest 

correspondence is between the emerging markets and domestic 

small stocks. This is higher than the correlation vis-a-vis 

foreign stocks in general because the emerging markets in 

particular consist of many smaller companies, not the large 

ones which dominate markets such as Japan and Germany. 

There is also reasonable correlation with the S&P 500. 

There is a much lower connection to Treasury bills and both 

domestic and foreign bonds. 

The question to now address is, "Was this a typical time 

period? Were the patterns of return in general so unusual 

that the emerging market results should be ignored?" 
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Was this time period very different 
from priors? 

Comparison of Correlations 
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In order to better understand this time period, consider 

that the domestic stock market continued to advance. The 

large (S&P 500) stocks outperformed smaller ones. In 

addition, interest rates continued to fall, providing above 

average returns. Furthermore, the Japanese stock market 

underwent a correction. Its 40-50% representation in 

foreign indices and portfolios led foreign stocks overall to 

achieve negative returns. 

Did the relationship among different asset classes' 

returns vary from the past? For this, Kwasha Lipton 

compared the 1/88 through 6/92 results with previous 

analysis which focused on 1/73 through 12/90. The 

correlations were for the most part nearly identical in both 

periods. For example, the EAFE: Foreign Bonds correlation 

was .678 over the longer period versus .636 more recently. 

Similarly EAFE relative to S&P 500 was .502 over the longer 

period versus .493 in the recent past. There are some 

slight differences, such as in the small stocks-Treasury 

bill correlation, which was more highly correlated over the 

recent time period (.312) than previously (.162). 

While the correlations among the asset classes over the 

recent time period were not that different from historical 

averages, of course returns may vary considerably -- and 

did. Real returns during the recent past (1988 through 1992 

data) for the S&P 500 were at an annualized rate of 10.8% 

versus 3.7% over the 1973 through 1990 period. Foreign 

stocks' real returns were also very different: -2.1% in the 
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recent past versus a longer-term return of 6.4%. Long term 

bonds had substantially higher real returns due to falling 

rates: 6.1% versus 2.2% for the longer period. This 

illustrates why using historic return results to predict may 

be dangerous, and why Kwasha Lipton instead relies on a more 

long-term theoretical approach. I will discuss this in a 

few minutes. 

Finally, the standard deviations over the more recent 

time period do appear different from the historic amounts. 

It appears that the domestic securities experienced lower 

volatility during the more recent time period than they had 

in the past. For foreign equities and bonds, the situation 

is exactly opposite. Recent trends included higher 

volatility. This is connected with strength in the domestic 

markets versus weakness abroad over the recent time period. 

This argues for the use of the long-term variability. In 

fact, if one were to rely on recent data for a foreign 

asset, you might want to lower volatility to have it more 

closely reflect long-term expectations. We did not lower 

the volatility estimate for emerging growth. Instead we 

used the historic number, which is a conservative approach. 

If it is too high, we will underestimate the ideal 

allocation to emerging market equities. 

Strategic asset allocation relies upon diversification 

to manage portfolio risk. When asset classes do not move 

together -- are driven by different factors so that the 

correlation is less than +1 -- overall stability to a 
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portfolio's returns may be added by incorporating different 

investments. When one asset falls considerably, the others 

may not. In the aggregate this leads to more stable 

returns. A goal is to find the most "efficient portfolios": 

those which provide maximum return at specific risk levels. 

These portfolios have the least amount of risk for each 

return level. 

An optimizer is used in order to determine which are the 

best portfolios . It is a mathematical program which 

incorporates the characteristics of the various assets and 

solves to determine the optimal blend of assets. The inputs 

for each asset class are expected return, standard deviation 

and correlation. The emerging market analysis described is 

aimed at finding these parameters in order to include it as 

an asset class and determine its role in efficient 

portfolios. 

The above analysis of recent results for emerging 

markets is helpful in understanding returns and standard 

deviation (risk). While we do not assume future returns 

equal to the recent past, (doing so would encourage 

investors to place large amounts of money in asset classes 

which have been recent strong performers just as they might 

correct to more normal levels), we know from investment 

analysis that volatility and correlation data tend to be 

consistent over time. As such, these parameters will equal 

historical values. 



For the expected return calculations, we relied upon the 

Capital Asset Pricing Model. While some of the uses of this 

are in dispute -- the assumption that higher beta stocks 

should produce higher returns over the long term -- it is 

still an effective tool for overall asset allocation. The 

unique characteristics of the different assets mean that the 

types of arbitrage and removal of systematic risk available 

within one market are much less available across these 

markets. 

Based upon regression of past relationships of each 

asset to the S&P 500, we determined betas (slopes) and 

alphas (intercepts). We then calculated an expected real 

return for the S&P 500 of 7.5% (lower than recent history, 

but slightly above the long-term post 1926 trend). This 

means a 19% expected return for the emerging markets, 

somewhat lower than the 22% historic real return. For all 

the other assets the calculations were performed based upon 

longer term data. 

The next step was to input the three parameters to an 

optimizer. This mathematically determines the ''best" 

portfolios, each of which contains the highest return for a 

given risk level. The efficient frontier is the collection 

of these portfolios for the range of risk levels. Its curve 

slopes up and to the right because in order to achieve 

higher returns, one must be willing to withstand more risk. 

It also flattens because of diminishing marginal returns: 

less incremental return is gained per unit of risk at higher 
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risk levels than at lower. This occurs because there is 

more potential for diversification at lower risk and return 

levels. 

The key issue is the contents of these portfolios. The 

chart on page 15 shows that the lowest risk portfolios 

contain Treasury bills. The highest risk (and return} 

portfolios contain only Emerging market stocks. For 

moderate amounts of return and risk the best portfolios 

contain also intermediate term bonds, foreign bonds, and 

real estate. The intermediate term bonds provide low levels 

of risk, the foreign bonds add some diversification, and 

real estate's role is mainly as a diversifier. Emerging 

market stocks displaced both domestic small and foreign 

stocks as the provider of high returns (for high levels of 

risk} to the fund. Note that the S&P 500 has virtually no 

role in an efficient portfolio. In fact, even without 

emerging market stocks, the S&P 500 has a limited role. 

Small and foreign stocks provide higher returns over time 

while significant portions of risk may be diversified away. 

The task actually is to determine if emerging market 

stocks are specifically appropriate for pension funds. We 

therefore took the next step of performing asset/liability 

analysis. Using a typical Final Average Pay Plan (no lump 

sum option} we programmed the liabilities. Based upon the 

distribution of asset returns above, we ran a Monte Carlo 

simulation. This consists of 500 random scenarios involving 

interest rates, inflation and real wage growth, primary 
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macroeconomic determinants of changing liabilities. For 

each outcome, there are associated asset and liability 

results. We then calculated the funding ratio as equal to 

the market value of assets divided by the accrued benefit 

obligation. For each portfolio containing 100% of a given 

asset class, we then summarized the outcomes in terms of 

change in funded status. This funded status growth can be 

viewed as another perspective. Instead of focusing on how 

the dollars in a fund change (asset only perspective) we now 

have a sense of how the funded status (asset~liability 

perspective) changes. This can be expressed in terms of 

expected change, variability of that change, and the 

correlation of results among the various asset classes. 

The next step was to optimize on funding perspective. 

The chart on page 17 demonstrates that the lowest risk asset 

class from the funding perspective is no longer the Treasury 

bill but instead the long-term bond. This occurs because 

significant and persistent changes in interest rates will 

force the actuary to value liabilities using a different 

discount rate. If rates fall, liabilities will increase. 

In order to have assets which track (move in parallel 

fashion with) the liabilities, a pension fund will minimize 

risk by investing in assets which also increase 

significantly with falls in interest rates. This is the 

long term bond. 

The higher returning assets are those which possess more 

variability but produce higher growth of the funding ratio 
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Asset Only Analysis 
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over time. Typically, these include small stocks and 

foreign equity -- foreign equity even more than small stocks 

because of diversification benefits. Furthermore, with 

foreign equity there is another consideration. Lower 

domestic interest rates translate to a weaker dollar . This 

means that foreign earnings translate back to more dollars. 

Thus, lower rates bring higher returns, just as lower rates 

may yield higher liability amounts. It is no surprise that 

emerging markets provide the highest returning end of the 

spectrum. They may be viewed as an exaggeration of small 

stock and foreign stock characteristics. 

The chart on page 18 shows the efficient frontier. It 

also curves up and to the right, but flattens more slowly 

than the asset only frontier. Furthermore, without making 

contributions, this plan could achieve stability in funded 

status while remaining on the lower risk end of the 

spectrum. Why? 

The chart on page 19 shows that even with liabilities 

taken into account, the emerging markets have a viable place 

in portfolios. In fact, the emerging markets offer high 

expected return and diversification. Even at the low risk 

levels there is a role for them. As expected, the lowest 

risk portfolios contain considerable allocations to long 

term bonds. However, small stocks, foreign equities, real 

estate and even foreign bonds have significant roles as a 

sponsor seeks higher returns at moderate risk levels. The 
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Effect of 100% portfolio mixes in 
various assets on funding ratio 
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emerging market stocks enhance and affect the entire 

distribution of desirable outcomes . 

Emerging markets have a role by offering higher returns. 

This is not only true of the past but appears logical for 

the future . In addition, they are good diversifiers. 

However, the price one pays is high risk. These stocks are 

extremely volatile. One should enter the markets with full 

knowledge of the realistic possibilities , and feel 

comfortable with a 10% return in any month. Therefore , this 

will make sense only in limited amounts and for different 

sponsors. Perhaps only the most sophisticated or least risk 

averse sponsors should include them . 

As you might expect, there are obvious limits to this 

analysis . The most significant is the limited data used to 

make assumptions. Projections are always difficult, but the 

lack of data makes these particular ones even less reliable 

than for domestic stocks. This is why we want to be 

extremely conservative in the application of our 

conclusions . 
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